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Amberlough
Right here, we have countless book amberlough and collections to
check out. We additionally offer variant types and as well as type of
the books to browse. The tolerable book, fiction, history, novel,
scientific research, as without difficulty as various extra sorts of
books are readily to hand here.
As this amberlough, it ends happening bodily one of the favored books
amberlough collections that we have. This is why you remain in the
best website to see the unbelievable book to have.
Amberlough (Spoiler Free) | REVIEW Amberlough Dossier || Trilogy Book
Chat [CC] Amberlough Review | Spoiler-Free Book Trailer: Amberlough
by Lara Elena Donnelly You Recommend: Best Winter (Holiday) Books |
Book Roast Top 10 Historical Fantasy Books on my TBR ��Books
Recommendations Based on Coffee | BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS JUDGING ALL
THE BOOKS BY THEIR COVERS! | Literary Diversions STANCHI DELL'HYPE?
(Pt. 1) || Valide letture a basso contenuto di esaltazione social
ANTI TBR TAG ��✨ (lots of popular books I don't like)Super Unique
Book Recommendations Well Met | REVIEW Perché leggere Elena Ferrante
Indigathon Book Tag | 2020 HISTORICAL FICTION | 5 BOOK
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Favorite Books of 2017 [CC]Recommended Reads: Top 15 Young Adult
Books! 2017 Reading Statistics \u0026 2018 Goals! Jenna Wortham
\u0026 Wesley Morris Fellows Virtual Reading and Conversation
My Favourite Books of 2020!HUGE MAY + JUNE BOOK HAUL! June Book Haul
| Part Two | 2018 THE FINALLY FALL BOOK TAG!!!!! The Significance of
Speculative Fiction Amberlough Launch--Lara Elena Donnelly
May \u0026 June 2018 Book HaulThe Fire Wish By Amber Lough student
book trailer
Weekly Wrap-Up | August 13, 2017 #booktubesffJosh's Cheese Book Tag
Weekly Wrap-Up | August 6, 2017 #booktubesff Amberlough
Amberlough is a tryst between John le Carre's grey-coated spies and
Cabaret's end-of-an-era seedy delights: the whole city's going to
have one drink too many, because it doesn't want to go to sleep and
face the jackboots tomorrow. Read this book if you love smugglers,
strippers,
Amberlough (The Amberlough Dossier, #1) by Lara Elena Donnelly
Amberlough is a tryst between John le Carre's grey-coated spies and
Cabaret's end-of-an-era seedy delights: the whole city's going to
have one drink too many, because it doesn't want to go to sleep and
face the jackboots tomorrow.
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Amberlough: Book 1 in the Amberlough Dossier (Amberlough ...
In Amberlough, amidst rising political tensions, three lives become
intertwined with the fate of the city itself. The Smuggler: By day,
Aristide Makricosta is the emcee for Amberlough City’s top nightclub.
By night, he moves drugs and refugees under the noses of crooked
cops.
Amberlough | Lara Elena Donnelly | Macmillan
Amberlough is a tryst between John le Carre's grey-coated spies and
Cabaret's end-of-an-era seedy delights: the whole city's going to
have one drink too many, because it doesn't want to go to sleep and
face the jackboots tomorrow.
Amberlough: Book 1 in the Amberlough Dossier - Kindle ...
Amberlough City is a place both tolerant and decadent, where the
police commissioner herself might watch a transgressive striptease at
the city's most fashionable cabaret and where an intelligence officer
might relax from classified telegrams via an affair with a flamboyant
Casanova.
AMBERLOUGH | Kirkus Reviews
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See tweets, replies, photos and videos from @amberlough Twitter
profile. 1.7K Followers, 1.1K Following. Writer. Witch. Newest book:
OPEN FIRE (Carolrhoda Lab, 2020 ...
Amber Lough @amberlough - Twitter Profile | Sotwe
YA Author Amber Lough. Open Fire Cover. Fire Wish Cover
Amber Lough
▾Book descriptions "Welcome to Amberlough City, the illustrious but
corrupt cosmopolitan beacon of Gedda. The radical One State
Party--nicknamed the Ospies--is gaining popular support to unite
Gedda's four municipal governments under an ironclad, socially
conservative vision.
Amberlough by Lara Elena Donnelly | LibraryThing
"Welcome to Amberlough City, the illustrious but corrupt cosmopolitan
beacon of Gedda. The radical One State Party--nicknamed the
Ospies--is gaining popular support to unite Gedda's four municipal
governments under an ironclad, socially conservative vision.
Amberlough (Book) | King County Library System | BiblioCommons
Amberlough’s branch of the Federal Office of Central Intelligence
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Services hid on the top three floors of an unassuming office
building, just across Station Way from the capitol’s sloping gardens.
Amberlough: Chapters 1 and 2 | Tor.com
Amberlough Lara Elena Donnelly. Tor, $25.99 (400p) ISBN
978-0-7653-8381-5. More By and About This Author. OTHER BOOKS.
Armistice: Book 2 in the Amberlough Dossier; Buy this book Donnelly
blends ...
Fiction Book Review: Amberlough by Lara Elena Donnelly ...
"Welcome to Amberlough City, the illustrious but corrupt cosmopolitan
beacon of Gedda. The radical One State Party--nicknamed the
Ospies--is gaining popular support to unite Gedda's four municipal
governments under an ironclad, socially conservative vision.
Amberlough / | Wake County Public Libraries
AMBERLOUGH is the kind of novel that makes you want to throw
adjectives at it. Sleek! Provocative! Captivating! This is due in
large part to Lara Elena Donnelly’s prose, which gives the alternate
world setting an immediate and richly textured sense of place.
Review: Amberlough by Lara Elena Donnelly - Elitist Book ...
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Armistice: Book 2 in the Amberlough Dossier - Ebook written by Lara
Elena Donnelly. Read this book using Google Play Books app on your
PC, android, iOS devices. Download for offline reading, highlight,
bookmark or take notes while you read Armistice: Book 2 in the
Amberlough Dossier.
Armistice: Book 2 in the Amberlough Dossier by Lara Elena ...
The site navigation utilizes tab and enter key commands. To scroll
page, use up and down arrows. The slideshow and carousels can be
controlled using tab, left, and right arrow keys.
Amberlough | Queens Public Library
About The Fire Wish:. Texas Library Association Texas Lone Star
Reading List (2015). VOYA Best Science Fiction, Fantasy, Horror
(2014). Najwa is a jinni, training to be a spy in the war against the
humans. Zayele is a human on her way to marry a prince of
Baghdad—which she’ll do anything to avoid.
books — Amber Lough
“Sparkling with slang, full of riotous characters, and dripping with
intrigue, Amberlough is a dazzling romp through a tumultuous,
ravishing world.” —Robert Jackson Bennett, winner of the Shirley
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Jackson Award and the Edgar Award “Astonishing first novel!” —World
Fantasy Award-winning author Ellen Kushner
Amberlough en Apple Books
From author Lara Elena Donnelly comes a debut spy thriller,
Amberlough, where a gay double agent schemes to protect his smuggler
lover during the rise of a fascist government coup. Trust no one with
anything - especially in Amberlough City. Covert agent Cyril DePaul
thinks he's good at keeping secrets, especially from Aristide
Makricosta.
Amberlough by Lara Elena Donnelly | Audiobook | Audible.com
"Amberlough is the stiletto-sharp tale of an intelligence agent
caught between corrupt handlers, a rising fascist regime, and his
doomed passion for the notorious star of a sizzling underworld
nightclub. Sexy and suspenseful, with characters who play for keeps,
Donnelly's debut novel mixes secrets, spying, and outlawed love like
a perfectly ...
Amnesty: Book 3 in the Amberlough Dossier by Lara Elena ...
Amberlough Sweepstakes! Sweepstakes . Thu Jan 19, 2017 1:30pm 94
comments Favorite This. We want to send you a galley copy of Lara
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Elena Donnelly’s ...

A double-agent sacrifices all his ideals in order to save his
smuggler lover before a government coup takes over their decadent
city in Lara Elena Donnelly’s glam spy thriller debut, now a Nebula
finalist for Best Novel! “Exploring the roots of hatred, nationalism,
and fascism, while at the same time celebrating the diversity, love,
romance, fashion, and joy the world is capable of producing.”
—Bookriot In Amberlough, amidst rising political tensions, three
lives become intertwined with the fate of the city itself. The
Smuggler: By day, Aristide Makricosta is the emcee for Amberlough
City’s top nightclub. By night, he moves drugs and refugees under the
noses of crooked cops. The Spy: Covert agent Cyril DePaul thinks he’s
good at keeping secrets, but after a disastrous mission abroad, he
makes a dangerous choice to protect himself...and hopefully Aristide
too. The Dancer: Streetwise Cordelia Lehane, burlesque performer at
the Bumble Bee Cabaret and Aristide’s runner, could be the key to
Cyril’s plans—if she can be trusted. As the twinkling marquees lights
yield to the rising flames of a fascist revolution, these three will
struggle to survive using whatever means — and people — necessary.
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Including each other. “James Bond by way of Oscar Wilde.” —Holly
Black “Sparkling with slang, full of riotous characters, and dripping
with intrigue, Amberlough is a dazzling romp through a tumultuous,
ravishing world.” —Robert Jackson Bennett, winner of the Shirley
Jackson Award and the Edgar Award “Astonishing first novel!” —World
Fantasy Award-winning author Ellen Kushner
A double-agent sacrifices all his ideals in order to save his
smuggler lover before a government coup takes over their decadent
city in Lara Elena Donnelly’s glam spy thriller debut, now a Nebula
finalist for Best Novel! “Exploring the roots of hatred, nationalism,
and fascism, while at the same time celebrating the diversity, love,
romance, fashion, and joy the world is capable of producing.”
—Bookriot Introducing... The Smuggler: By day, Aristide Makricosta is
the emcee for Amberlough City’s top nightclub. By night, he moves
drugs and refugees under the noses of crooked cops. The Spy: Covert
agent Cyril DePaul thinks he’s good at keeping secrets, but after a
disastrous mission abroad, he makes a dangerous choice to protect
himself...and hopefully Aristide too. The Dancer: Streetwise Cordelia
Lehane, burlesque performer at the Bumble Bee Cabaret and Aristide’s
runner, could be the key to Cyril’s plans—if she can be trusted. As
the twinkling marquees lights yield to the rising flames of a fascist
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revolution, these three will struggle to survive using whatever means
— and people — necessary. Including each other. “James Bond by way of
Oscar Wilde.” —Holly Black “Sparkling with slang, full of riotous
characters, and dripping with intrigue, Amberlough is a dazzling romp
through a tumultuous, ravishing world.” —Robert Jackson Bennett,
winner of the Shirley Jackson Award and the Edgar Award “Astonishing
first novel!” —World Fantasy Award-winning author Ellen Kushner At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Le Carré meets Cabaret in this debut spy thriller as a gay doubleagent schemes to protect his smuggler lover during the rise of a
fascist government coup Trust no one with anything – especially in
Amberlough City. Covert agent Cyril DePaul thinks he’s good at
keeping secrets, especially from Aristide Makricosta. They suit each
other: Aristide turns a blind eye to Cyril’s clandestine affairs, and
Cyril keeps his lover’s moonlighting job as a smuggler under wraps.
Cyril participates on a mission that leads to disastrous results,
leaving smoke from various political fires smoldering throughout the
city. Shielding Aristide from the expected fallout isn’t easy,
though, for he refuses to let anything – not the crooked city police
or the mounting rage from radical conservatives – dictate his life.
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Enter streetwise Cordelia Lehane, a top dancer at the Bumble Bee
Cabaret and Aristide’s runner, who could be the key to Cyril’s
plans—if she can be trusted. As the twinkling lights of nightclub
marquees yield to the rising flames of a fascist revolution, these
three will struggle to survive using whatever means — and people —
necessary. Including each other. Combining the espionage thrills of
le Carré with the allure of an alternate vintage era, Amberlough will
thoroughly seduce and enthrall you. "Sparkling with slang, full of
riotous characters, and dripping with intrigue, Amberlough is a
dazzling romp through a tumultuous, ravishing world." —Robert Jackson
Bennett, winner of the Shirley Jackson Award and the Edgar Award "An
astonishing first novel!" —World Fantasy Award-winning author Ellen
Kushner
"In a tropical country where shadowy political affairs lurk behind
the scenes of its glamorous film industry, three people maneuver
inside a high stakes game of statecraft and espionage: Lillian, a
reluctant diplomat serving a fascist nation, Aristide, an expatriate
film director running from lost love and a criminal past, and
Cordelia, a former cabaret stripper turned legendary revolutionary.
Each one harbors dangerous knowledge that can upturn a nation. When
their fates collide, machinations are put into play, unexpected
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alliances are built, and long-held secrets are exposed. Everything is
barreling towards an international revolt...and only the wiliest ones
will be prepared for what comes next"--Provided by publisher.
Donnelly’s Amnesty completes the Nebula and LAMBDA Award-nominated
Amberlough Dossier glam spy thriller trilogy that Publishers Weekly
describes as "Impressive...as heartbreaking as it is satisfying.”
(starred review) In Amberlough City, out of the ASHES of revolution,
a TRAITOR returns, a political CAMPAIGN comes to a roaring head, and
the people demand JUSTICE for crimes past. As a nation struggles to
rebuild, who can escape retribution? Amnesty is a smart, decadent,
heart-pounding conclusion to Lara Elena Donnelly’s widely-praised
glam spy trilogy that will have readers enthralled until the very
end. The Amberlough Dossier #1: Amberlough #2: Armistice #3: Amnesty
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
This discounted ebundle includes: Amberlough, Armistice, Amnesty By
turns ravishing and riveting, Lara Elena Donnelly’s trilogy The
Amberlough Dossier contains three glam vintage spy thrillers set in a
tumultuous, Art Deco-inspired secondary fantasy world, where sex,
spies, and scandals define the geopolitical fate of nations.
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“Exploring the roots of hatred, nationalism, and fascism, while at
the same time celebrating the diversity, love, romance, fashion, and
joy the world is capable of producing.” —Bookriot Amberlough: In Lara
Elena Donnelly’s glam spy thriller debut, a Nebula finalist for Best
Novel, a double-agent sacrifices all his ideals in order to save his
smuggler lover before a government coup takes over their decadent
city. Armistice: In a tropical country where shadowy political
affairs lurk behind the scenes of its glamorous film industry, three
people maneuver inside a high stakes game of statecraft and
espionage. Each one harbors dangerous knowledge that can upturn a
nation. Everything is barreling towards an international revolt...and
only the wiliest ones will be prepared for what comes next. Amnesty:
In Amberlough City, out of the ashes of revolution, a traitor
returns, a political campaign comes to a roaring head, and the people
demand justice for crimes past. As a nation struggles to rebuild, who
can escape retribution? At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A dramatic page-turner that captures the devastating toll of war
the impact of women's struggles and solidarity, through the lens
little-known slice of history. In 1917, Russia is losing the war
Germany, soldiers are deserting in droves, and food shortages on
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home front are pushing people to the brink of revolution. Seventeenyear-old Katya is politically conflicted, but she wants Russia to win
the war. Working at a munitions factory seems like the most she can
do to serve her country—until the government begins recruiting an allfemale army battalion. Inspired, Katya enlists. Training with other
brave women, she finds camaraderie and a deep sense of purpose. But
when the women's battalion heads to the front, Katya has to confront
the horrifying realities of war. Faced with heartbreak and
disillusionment, she must reevaluate her commitment and decide where
she stands.
Two sisters. A war. And the wish to end regret. The sisters: Najwa
and Zayele have just learned they’re half-jinni, half-human twins.
Najwa chooses life in the human palace, working for peace . . . and
hoping for more time alone with the prince. Zayele discovers she’s
one of the most powerful jinn of all—a magus. Suddenly, the strongest
young men in the army are competing to be paired up with her. The
war: The lies that started it all are out in the open now, but the
war between the humans and the jinn is as bitter as before—and
becoming more treacherous every day. The wish: Once again, Zayele
makes a wish. A wish that neither sister could imagine would change
the outcome of the war—or their lives. Praise for Jinni Wars I: The
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Fire Wish: “War, magic, and romance kept me reading nonstop!” —Tamora
Pierce, New York Times bestselling author of the Beka Cooper trilogy
“A fantastically compelling and romantic read from a shining new
voice in YA.” —Laini Taylor, New York Times bestselling author of
Daughter of Smoke and Bone
Believing his father was murdered under mysterious circumstances
after the failed revolution of 1775, Gideon Smith sets off for
London, rescuing a mechanical girl along the way in this alternate
history, steampunk tale from the author of Angelglass. Original.
25,000 first printing.
A conclusion to the parallel-world series that began with Bitter
Seeds finds British spy Raybould Marsh traveling to an alternatedimension Earth in the early days of World War II to save one of the
planet's timelines from alien invaders who destroyed his own world,
an effort that is challenged by a powerful Nazi super-human desperate
to secure her own survival.
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